The World Wide Web is an attractive source of information retrieval and can be used for seeking simple factual answers for user questions. Although usual information retrieval systems like search engines helps in finding the relevant documents for a set of keywords, there are situations where we have more specific information need. Search engines only provide the actual facts as a ranked list of documents and links that contain the keywords. However, what a user really wants is often a precise answer to a question. A Question Answering system gives us a precise solution to this scenario. A Question Answering system retrieves a precise answer to any natural language question posed by the user. A typical QA system uses several language processing techniques. In this paper, an Open Domain Question Answering that answers simple Wh-questions using online search has been proposed
Introduction
The Question Answering task is one of the major research area under Information Retrieval (IR) with applications from Natural Language Processing (NLP). The goal of a Question Answering system is to deliver an exact answer to the arbitrary questions formulated by users. In the process of normal Information Retrieval using search engines, the user is provided with a ranked list of documents and links, but not the exact answer. A Question Answering system addresses this problem. These systems allow a user to ask questions in everyday language and provide the user with a quick and precise answer. Question Answering systems can be classified into two groups namely closed domain and open domain. Closed domain Question Answering Systems is restricted to a specific domain (like medical, music etc.). They also contain a domain specific ontology. Whereas, an open domain Question Answering system deals with questions about nearly everything and can on universal ontology and information such as World Wide Web.
A typical Question Answering system can be divided into 3 modules namely: Question Processing module, Document Processing or Information Retrieval module and Answer Processing module. Each module contains several sub modules and these modules use several Natural Language Processing Techniques inorder to extract the proper answer.
The usual Question Answering system is designed to answer simple wh-questions like "who", "what", "when", "where", etc. But the recent QA research focuses on extending the system to answer complex questions, summary questions, opinion questions etc. The paper proposes a Question Answering system that answers simple factoid, wh-questions by using a technique called Semantic Role Labeling.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the general architecture of a Question Answering System. Section 3 discusses some of the related works in this area. The proposed system architecture is described in section 4. The paper concludes with the experimental setup and results.
QA System Architecture
A general Question Answering system is composed of three main modules. They are:  Question Processing  Information Retrieval or Document Processing  Answer Processing module
In the Question Processing module, the user query is processed. In this phase, the user question is classified based on the stem word like "who", "what", "when", "where" etc. and hence the answer type information can be easily obtained from this. For example, the question "Where is the headquarters of WHO" looks for a location as answer. In this phase, the keywords from the questions are also extracted. This phase is crucial because the answer extraction strategy completely depends on the information collected from this module. An optional phase of query reformulation can also be included in this module.
In the Document Processing module, the question is question is passed for Information retrieval. This module uses a search engine for IR and the documents related to the user questions are saved. Then they are ranked based on certain heuristics.
Answer Processing module is the distinguishing feature between usual IR systems and QA systems. In this module, the exact answer for the user question is identified and extracted from the retrieved documents. This phase uses the query information collected from the first phase. Then the answer is validated for correctness and returned to the user.
Related Works
Before the emergence of web, Question Answering systems had a limited audience and were mostly domain restricted. The first QA system developed was BASEBALL (Green et al. 1961 A semantics based QA system accessible via the web was developed bt Hovy et al. The system was named Webclopedia. In the system, the parsed question is expanded and converted to multi unit words and related documents are retrieved. Answers are selected using machine learning based grammar parser.
Radev et al. Proposed a method called Probabilistic Phrase
Reranking (PPR) in their web-based question answering system (NLQA). The method was fully implemented at the University of Michigan as a Web-accessible system, called NSIR which relies on an existing search engine to return documents that are likely to contain the answer to a user question.
A general-purpose, fully automated question-answering system available on the web was MULDER developed by Kwok et al. MULDERs architecture relies on multiple search engine queries, natural-language parsing, and a novel voting procedure to yield reliable answers coupled with high recall.
Harabagiu et al proposed a system called FALCON that was presented in TREC-9. The system used a method called boosting, which integrates different forms of syntactic, semantic and pragmatic knowledge for the goal of achieving better performance. The answer engine handles question reformulations, finds the expected answer type from a large hierarchy using WordNet semantics and extracts the answers after performing unifications on the semantic forms of the question and its candidate answers. FALCON also used Named Entity recognition technique and the answers were extracted from semantically rich passages that match the question type.
Dan Moldovan et al. proposed LASSO, A Tool for Surfing the Answer Net in TREC 8. In order to find answers in large collections of documents, novel language processing techniques were included in the system. The question was processed by combining syntactic information with semantic information that characterized the question in which eight heuristic rules were defined to extract the keywords used for identifying the answer.
Recent research in QA systems use the ontology based methods to improve the efficiency. Current works in QA are based on semantic web. Bollegala et al. proposed an automatic method to estimate the semantic similarity between words or entities using web.
Semantic similarity is computed by mapping terms to an ontology and by examining their relationships in that ontology. For that, ontologies like Wordnet are used. The similarity is measured by page counts and by analyzing the retrieved snippets. Coefficients like WebJaccard, Web PMI, WebOverlap etc. can be used to find the semantic similarity between question answer pair, and hence improve the performance.
Proposed System
A simple Question Answering system was implemented using the technique called Semantic Role Labeling. The system consisted of three phases called Query Processing, Document Processing, Answer Processing. In each of these phases, several language processing components were used. The system is web based and hence uses the search engine to extract information from the web.
The first phase is to identify the keywords from the user question. In this phase, the user question is analyzed and classified based on the stem word. From the question stem word, The expected answer type information can be obtained. The next phase is Information Retrieval using search engine. The user question is passed on to an online search engine and the documents related to query are retrieved. These documents undergoes some linguistic techniques like POS tagging, Parsing etc. The third and final phase is the Answer Processing phase, which distingushes question answering systems from the usual text retrieval systems. The proper answer for the user question is identified and extracted from the retrieved documents. The query information collected from the first phase can be used for validating the answer. 
Conclusion
The wealth of information on the web makes it an attractive source for seeking information. Retrieval of accurate information like quick answers to simple factual questions from web is done with the help of a QA system. A Question Answering system provides the user a precise answer for the wh-question. The question Answering systems helps the user to get a quick and precise answer for simple whquestions. For this purpose, QA systems heavily use language processing components like Parser, Tagger etc. In this paper, a simple QA system was implemented using a technique called Semantic Role Labeling and the performance of the system is compared with a QA system that uses pattern matching. As a part of future enhancement, the system can be extended for answering complex questions. 
